Creative Ensemble Lab Workshops
a revised CEL class for Winter/Spring 2020
We are very committed to the learning concepts we are presenting in the Creative Ensemble Labs. We are still trying
to find the best way to present these learning concepts in a classes that most of our students are able to access.
With that in mind, rather than offering weekly classes, we have decided to offer 4 stand alone Saturday workshops.
These workshops will be part of your regular lesson fees, so there is no extra cost, but we will ask you to sign up, so
that we know who to expect and are better able to offer appropriate class activities. As an extra bonus, since Suzuki
Method is all about building community, we welcome friends who are not a regular part of our Schoen Duo Studio.
If those friends are siblings of students in our studio, they are included as family, otherwise there will be a small
drop in fee for participation.
Each workshop will include:
- some activities that do not involve playing your instrument
- some Suzuki repertoire, with activities that include students who do not yet play that piece
- improvisation games with an instrument

Creative Ensemble Lab Workshops for winter/spring 2020
Animal Sounds in Music - guess the animal from the sound
Saturday February 1 - 11:00-12:30

-discover pieces of music that describe animals
-create animal sounds
-play pieces you know as if you were an animal

Music creates Design creates Music
Saturday February 29 - 11:00-12:30

-visual images meet sounds and music
-listen and create visual images of what you hear
-create images and hear others play them

Sound creates Movement Creates Sound
Saturday April 4, 2020 - 11:00-12:30

-how does music make you move?
-how can your movements be described in sound?
-how can movement and sound be put together?
Music at the Movies (there will be popcorn)
Saturday May 2 - 11:00-12:30

-listen to music from the movies
-create music for silent movies
-play pieces you know in a way that fits the movie

